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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Chad Wesley Smith is the owner/founder of Juggernaut Training Systems and one of the most accom-
plished strength athletes of recent years. 

With a background in track & field, Smith took his 2 collegiate national shot put championships and con-
tinued his athletic success in powerlifting and strongman. In powerlifting, Smith owns PRs of 440kg/970# 
squat with wraps, 385kg/849# squat in sleeves, 257.5kg/567# bench press and 370kg/815# deadlift, as 
well as Top 20 Totals of All-Time in wraps and sleeves at 1055kg/2325# and 1010kg/2226# respectively. 
Smith also earned his professional status in Strongman by a landslide victory at the 2012 North Ameri-
can Strongman Championships. 

As a coach, Smith has helped numerous powerlifters reach World Class status like IPF World Champi-
on Marisa Inda and Top 10 in the World lifters Andy Huang, Kristen Dunsmore, Brandon Allen and more. 
Chad has coached 1000s of athletes around the World through his seminars in the US, Canada, Aus-
tralia and Europe. In addition, he has helped over 50 athletes earn Division 1 athletic scholarships and 
worked with athletes in the NFL, UFC, MLB and Olympics.
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INTRODUCTION
The Bench Press is likely the most popular free weight exercise in the World, the Gold Standard of Up-
per Body Strength and what any casual gym going Bro (or Bro-ette) measures strength by. 

The Bench Press from a programming and technical standpoint, tends to be highly individualized based 
on differences in limb proportions, tissue tolerances, recovery capacity, experience and gender/hor-
mones. Through coaching athletes from beginner lifters performing the bench for the first time, to IPF 
World Champions and Top 5 lifters in the World, I have seen nearly every body type, technique and 
weakness for the bench press and am here to share that insight with you. 

The Juggernaut Bench Manual aims to be a comprehensive guide for everything from equipment, to 
warmups, technique, exercise selection and program design to help athletes of widely varying abilities 
and proportions improve their Benching ability. I hope that my years of experience, trial and error, mis-
takes and successes can help you and your athletes better reach your goals. 
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Equipment
Equipment for the Bench Press likely adds the least amount of pounds compared to equipment for the 
other powerlifts, but as a competitor, you want to maximize every advantage you have and it can help 
you stay a bit healthier throughout hard training. 

Wrist Wraps
Wrist Wraps are the most useful piece of equipment for the Bench Press and will help stabilize the wrist 
and stave off wrist pain. Creating a cast-like effect for the wrist will allow you to keep your wrist more 
neutral and shorten the moment arm between the base of the wrist and the bar. 

There is some utility in training without wrist wraps in your lighter sets and training phases to allow you 
to build up more strength and stability in the muscles surrounding your wrist and when you add wraps, 
you’ll be that much stronger. 

When selecting a wrist wrap, there is not too wide of variation in types but I would suggest you avoid 
cloth wraps. Neoprene wraps will have different levels of stiffness and the stiffer the wrap, the more cast-
like a wrap you can create. 

Wrap length can be significant and is usually 20” or 36” and while a longer wrap will allow for more revo-
lutions and more support, 36” may be excessive for smaller, female lifters. When wrapping the wrist, it is 
important to put the wrap up the back of the hand as far as the rules will allow, as that is where you will 
find the maximal wrist support. 
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Your feet anchor your body to the floor, provide stability and are where power generation begins for the 
bench press. Choosing footwork that allows you to maximize the tension in your legs and pressure be-
tween your feet and the floor is critical. 

For lifters who are allowed by their federation to have their heels off the floor during the press, an athlet-
ic shoe like a cross-trainer could be useful. If you are required to have your heel down during the press, 
your mobility will dictate your footwear choice. If you are a bit less mobile, weightlifting shoes with a 
raised heel will provide you with .5-1.5” of extra clearance to reach the floor with your entire foot. If you 
are able to get your entire foot flat on the floor wear athletic shoes or flat soled shoes like Chuck Taylors 
or Adidas Superstars are appropriate. The main consideration for footwear in the bench press should be 
traction, as you don’t want your feet sliding as you generate leg drive.
 

Shoes                              
Athletic Shoes   |   Weightlifting Shoes   |   Flat Shoes

There are some very strong lifters who wear a belt during the bench press and there are some very 
strong lifters who do not, it is largely personal preference. If you’d like to try wearing a belt while bench-
ing for a few weeks, go for it and see how you feel. A belt can help you increase tension throughout the 
body for a bigger press but some people will find that it limits their ability to arch, you’ll have to decide 
for yourself. A thinner or softer belt option may also be useful for the bench press, as it will provide sup-
port with less movement restriction. 

Belt
Standard Belt   |   Spud Inc Soft Belt
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Cuffs
Compression Cuffs

While not legal for competition, compression cuffs on the forearms/elbows/biceps can help mitigate pain 
and tendonitis symptoms. You shouldn’t allow yourself to become reliant on cuffs for pain suppression, 
rather than fixing the stability issues that are likely causing your pain. Use them as you need to in prepa-
ration for a meet and through hard training but make sure that you are willing to take a step back and fix 
the issues that are causing you pain. 
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Warmups
As we begin to warm up our shoulders for the bench press, we want to make sure that the musculature 
of our upper back is warm and facilitated, that our shoulders can articulate through a full range of mo-
tion, so we’re able to press the heaviest weight possible while also keeping our shoulders healthy.

Wall Slides

For wall slides, you want to stand about six to eight inches away from the wall, and put the edge of your 
palm against the wall, pushing into the wall as you slide your hands up the wall, and then for a little bit of 
extra range of motion, at the finish of the movement you’re going to lean into the wall.

Also focus on maintaining that neutral rib position. Ribs down, bottom of rib cage and pelvis aligned 
throughout the movement. You don’t want to get into a lot of extension at the end of the movement. We 
want the range of motion to come from the shoulder, not from extending the lumbar spine.
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IYTs
For IYTs you’re going to lay prone on an incline bench, letting the arms hang down. We’re just going to 
make these letters with the arms.

I, straight out in front of the body. You can either go thumbs up or palms down, whatever is more 
comfortable to you there.

Then come back down. Now we’re going to go to Y, which is at a forty-five degree angle with the 
thumb up, good right here.

And then finally T, straight out to the side with the palms down.
Every letter that you go through, you want to make sure that you’re having a distinct squeeze of the 
shoulder blades, the scapula together for like a one count at the top of every rep. Let’s go one more 
time through each letter. I, straight out in front, Y, at a forty-five degree angle, and T, straight out to the 
side. Again, make sure to squeeze the shoulder blades at the top of every movement. For a beginner, 
body weight, no additional weight should be needed. If you want to you could add maybe two and a half 
or five pound weights in your hands. The trunk should remain relatively motionless as the arms move. 
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Scapular Pushup

The trunk should be braced and motionless throughout the movement and all motion is created by the 
scapula. Actively protract the scapula at the top of the movement and pull yourself down with scapular 
retraction at the bottom. Don’t just passively let gravity pull you down between the shoulders, be active 
and braced throughout.

Half Kneeling KB Bottoms Up Press

This can also be performed with a dumbbell if you don’t have access to a KB. In the half kneeling posi-
tion, actively flex the glute of the side that the knee is on the floor, this should help keep your low back 
neutral. Focus on keeping the rib cage neutral over the pelvis throughout the movement. You can push 
your opposite hand down into your knee to create more leverage and bracing through the abs.
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Marisa Inda demonstrates a simple warmup to utilize before your Bench Press training sessions.
Click the thumbnail to view.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvtsXlBEG6I
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Technique
Effective bench pressing will look different from one athlete to another based on limb proportions, 
strengths, weaknesses and mobility. We don’t wanna coach the bench or any of the lifts as a one size 
fits all approach, it’s not like that because of different body proportions, strengths, weaknesses, injury 
history, etc., but there are a couple of things that all great lifters are pretty much gonna be in common 
on, and that’s what we will be focusing on in this section. 

Foot Placement & Pressure.

The feet are the foundation of a good setup for the bench press. Of course, great set up is important in 
all the lifts, it is very unlikely that if you do not set up well, that you are going to execute any of the sub-
sequent parts of the lift very well

We are going to start with the feet because that’s where stability is going to begin in the bench press, 
because that is where tightness is going to begin. Different federations have different rules about heel 
up/heel down, and we will address both of those as we go. 

A couple different things to consider with foot placement is going to be the length, the lower leg length 
for the athlete. If you have someone with a very long shin, they are going to have to have a bit different 
setup than someone with a shorter shin, looking at tucked back or feet out in front, as well as the ath-
lete’s own flexibility.
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Lifting in the USAPL/IPF, you are required to bench with a flat foot. What we want to create is pressure 
into the ground through both feet. Generally, a wider foot position is better as it will generate more stabil-
ity than a narrow position. The wider, more stable base will generally be better but you may have to play 
around with this foot position to find something that is achievable for your proportions. 

Foot position and how much arch the athlete gets in their setup, is sort of inversely related to leg drive. 
An athlete who can get a bit more of an extreme type of setup with their feet tucked back more is go-
ing to have so much tension in her legs at the beginning, there is not going to be much leg drive that is 
added from this because there is so much tension throughout the quads, there is really no tension to be 
able to add to that. So athletes who have their feet tucked back more are not going to get as much leg 
drive generally, but that is not necessarily a bad thing. It is just a trade off that the athlete needs to make 
based on their own trial and error. 

We want pressure constantly maintained into the feet, no happy feet bouncing around. As we look in the 
horizontal plane, we should be able to see their knee below the level of their hip. This is going to help 
maximize tension throughout the leg. It’s also gonna help ensure that the butt does not come off the 
bench.

Narrow Wide
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The other option besides having the feet tucked back behind with the knee lower than the hip, is gonna 
be to have the feet out wide, and usually out in front of the athlete. This is going to be very common for 
bigger lifters, lifters maybe with a longer shin who aren’t able to get that tucked back position, or if you 
just don’t have the mobility in the quads, we will show you ways to address that.

If you have a hard time getting your heels onto the ground and it is required for your federation, I’d sug-
gest wearing weight-lifting shoes to give you that extra half-inch, three-quarter-inch clearance to get 
your heel down to the ground. Even if you are not required to have Your whole foot on the ground for 
the bench press, generally we’ll encourage to have as much foot on the ground as possible. While be-
ing high on your toes may allow for an extreme arch, it tends not to be as stable because of less contact 
with the ground which makes it more difficult to transfer power from your legs into the floor and generate 
leg drive through the body.

With the feet out in front, we are still trying to achieve knee below the level of the hip and now you should 
feel pressure throughout her whole foot. Imagine trying to driving your toes into the end of your shoes. A 
lot of people, when they’re in this position, tend to push more into their heels and driving down with the 
heels make it more likely for the butt to come off the bench. There will not be as much tension in the legs 
this way, but is still a good setup, it will still allow you to create leg drive that is going to drive you back 
onto your traps.

Heel On - Elevated Shoe Heel On - Flat Shoe Heel Off - Flat Shoe
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Now I wanna take a look at an exercise, if you’re struggling to get those feet tucked back more, some 
things that we can do to help you improve that position.

If you’re lacking the ability to get the feet tucked back behind you or having a really hard time getting 
your whole foot on the ground, or if it’s just causing you a ton of discomfort, this is a very simple stretch 
to do pre-bench training to help you begin to improve that position by stretching the quad and the hip 
flexor. Hold that stretch, 20 to 40 seconds prior to training, maybe interspersing this with a bit of foam 
rolling, that’s going to stretch the quads, open up the hip flexor a bit more and help you achieve that 
better knee below hip tucked, tight setup position.
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Upper Back Positioning
The first step that is going to be critical for the good upper back position and utilizing the upper back 
properly in the bench press is scapular control.

Demonstrating scapular control is not only going to be critical to maximizing how much weight you can 
lift, but also prolonging, creating longevity in the bench press, by keeping your shoulder healthy.

If you can’t properly retract and depress the shoulder blades, you’re going to be benching with a flat 
back and the shoulder is not going to be stabilized. It’s going to lead to shoulder pain and possibly in-
jury at some point. So we want to not just maximize the amount of weight that you can lift, but also make 
sure that you’re staying healthy while you can do it, so you can do what you enjoy for a long time.

The first part of showing scapular control is the ability to properly retract the scapula, so pull the shoul-
der blades together. A really useful cue to have the athletes try to pinch your fingers between their scap-
ula.
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Now what we want to do from here, is to depress the scapula as well. To pull them down. A common 
mistake that would be made would be elevating the scapula, so where they come together and up, and 
the upper trap elevates the scapula. That can lead to various problems. Technical problems, or maybe 
you’re touching to high on the chest as well as shoulder health problems, and a lot of front delt or bicep 
tendon pain.

So we need to ensure that the scapula come together, retract, and then depress. When you do those 
properly you should feel a lot of tension right in the mid back, the bottom of the upper back, the higher 
part of the mid back, right where the lower traps are.

Avoid too much elevation of the scapula with hypertonicity in the upper traps.
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Optimal bench position is going to allow the athlete to be as high on their traps as possible. A good drill 
to learn this is performing a glute bridge on the bench, which will give you some space to be able to re-
tract and address the shoulder blades, allows you to really feel the weight up on your traps. Then from 
here, walk your feet down, trying to maintain that upper back tension.
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Using the rack as a tool to brace against can help put you into a tighter upper back position. Use the 
rack to push your shoulders toward your butt and think about walking your scapula into position. This will 
help you achieve a tighter setup and lock your upper back into position.

The Unrack
Unracking the bar seems like a simple enough task but a small mistake in it can derail your bench press 
almost before you begin. 

You have two options at this stage: a hand-off or self-unrack. Taking a hand-off is generally preferable 
as it will allow you to conserve energy and is typically healthier for the shoulders. A self-unrack will be 
necessary if you train by yourself and is actually my suggested method for athletes competing in federa-
tions where they aren’t able to select their own hand-off person. In the USAPL/IPF, you are only allowed 
to use the hand-off person provided by the meet and while this person may be competent and well-in-
tentioned, they’re also going to be new to you and after a day of spotting and hand-offs they may be in-
consistent, so in an effort to control as many variables as you can, learn how to self-unrack. 

Whether you’re doing a self handoff or taking a hand off, it’s critical to bring the bar just out. You don’t 
want to bring it up and out. Bringing the bar up and out would likely cause you to lose that great tight 
upper back position. To ensure this happens, place the bar as high in the rack as possible. 
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Lifting your hips off the bench to bring the bar out of the rack and then setting them down as you 
achieve your setup is very useful when performing a self-unrack.

From this point, the weight is really going to be locking you down into position. So keep being as high on 
your traps as possible. Keeping the chest as high as possible throughout the lift. Scapula retracted and 
depressed. And again as we mentioned earlier, great pressure through the whole foot with the knee be-
low the hip.

Good Rack Height

Bad Rack Height - Too High

Bad Rack Height - Too Low
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We tend to try not be dogmatic in any of our teachings, there is going to be individual differences for you 
as you go, but we want to find the commonalities between what lots of great lifters do and sort of let that 
be your starting point and then make small individual adjustments from there. Lifters will vary quite wide-
ly by their arm length, their shoulder width and then shoulder health will certainly play a role in things 
and we will discuss that as we go.

When finding our grip width is that when the bar is on the athletes chest, that the bar is stacked right 
over the wrist and the wrist is stacked right over the elbow. So, whether we’re looking from the feet up, 
we can see that relationship. Whether we’re looking straight on from the side, you can see that the shank 
of the forearm is vertical. Or, if you’re looking straight from above that the athletes wrist and hand should 
be kind of covering up their elbow. What we wanna make sure to avoid is, iif we overly tuck the elbows 
and the elbows are way inside the hands. A bit more rare, would be to flare too much and have the hand 
and bar below the elbow. Sometimes you get athletes with an ultra wide grip who may have their elbow 
far inside their hand. 

The Grip
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And, of course, I’m sure you can go on YouTube and on Instagram and say, “Well Chad. I saw, so and 
so benching that way.” Yeah. There’s gonna be exceptions to this rule, but chances are you’re probably 
not the exception to the rule. You’re probably going be closer to the sort of general foundation that we’re 
talking about here with bar over wrist, wrist over elbow. That stacked position. Maybe making a small 
adjustment inside or outside of that based on your personal preference. 

Grip width is gonna be highly tied together with where the bar touches on the athletes chest. We are go-
ing to address that more in a bit. The other thing that’s gonna be important in regards to grip width and 
that setup is where the bar goes in the athletes hand and their wrist position. For wrist position, a very 
common error, is that people have been cued so much to not let their wrists bend back and they have 
essentially over corrected it and benched with an overly straight wrist position causing the bar to basi-
cally be hanging in the thumb. We’re trying to create the most supportive position as possible and that 
requires the forearm to be supporting the bar. 

So, the bar is gonna go right through the lower, meat of the palm, the lower third of the palm and a slight 
cock back of the wrist is acceptable, which is going to allow the bar to sit right on top of the forearm. We 
certainly don’t want the wrist overly bent back where it’s hanging at the back of the hand and the bar 
would be aligned behind the forearm. But, we also don’t wanna be so concerned with having a straight 
wrist that we cause the bar to be hanging in the thumb and actually be slightly in front of the forearm.

Good

Bad
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Keep in mind, that you want to squeeze the bar as hard as you can. A slight cock back position is fine to 
allow the bar to be directly over the wrist. And then find a grip width that, when the bar is on your chest, 
allows for the bar to be stacked directly over the wrist and the wrist to be stacked directly over the el-
bow. One final note about hand position is that if you have a problem with your elbows, maybe flaring 
too early during the lift, is that you’re gonna focus on squeezing the bar a bit extra hard with your pinky 
and that’s gonna help create a little bit more external rotation tension in the shoulder.

Touch Point
There is a strong relationship between the width of your grip and where you touch the bar to your chest. 
Keep in mind that we are trying to achieve a position with the bar over the wrist and both of those 
stacked on top of the elbows when the bar is on the chest. As your grip widens, this will necessitate 
touching the bar higher on the chest. If you take a closer grip, you’ll touch lower on the chest and need 
to tuck your elbows more to maintain the stacked position. 

Where you touch the bar to your chest will also relate to which muscles are most responsible for your 
success in the bench press. A higher touch point will necessitate a more flared elbow position, placing 
greater stress on the pecs and shoulders. A lower touch point, which will have a more tucked elbow po-
sition, is more dependent on the strength of the lifter’s triceps. 

Too Straight Too Bent Just Right

High Touch Point / Flared Elbows Low Touch Point / Tucked Elbows
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Breathing
Now that you’re found your optimal touch point, now we want to see how you can maximize your position 
and your leverage with the bar on your chest. This is going to be about both your breathing and in doing 
that keeping your chest as high as possible throughout the lift.

A very common problem we will see is that as the athlete brings the bar down, their chest begins to col-
lapse. They lose tension and they lose some of that upper back position. Oftentimes, that is linked with 
the head. It has become a very common practice for athletes to lift their head off the bench, and unless 
you’re very, very mindful of it, as the head comes up, the chest will often come down.

The chest will sort of retreat from the bar. That can cause a loss of upper back positioning. It can cause 
a loss of tension. It is also going to cause you to have to move the bar a further distance.

Now it does not have to be that way. You can bring your head up slightly and still maintain that good up-
per back position and still keep the chest high, but when you’re doing it you just have to be very, very 
mindful of it as you take that little kind of sneak peek to see where the bar is that you’re really thinking 
about keeping the chest high.

Bringing the head up is sort of a holdover from geared benching technique, because one, you probably 
needed to see how far the bar was away from your chest, as well as maybe alleviating some of the ten-
sion in the shirt to actually be able to touch your chest.
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I’m assuming, you’re probably a raw bench presser, so you shouldn’t need to lift your head for those 
reasons. If it’s more comfortable to you or whatever, go ahead and do it. Just be mindful of keeping your 
chest as high as possible throughout the lift.

Focus on taking big air in to your chest before lowering the bar, this will keep the chest high. Keep that 
air in throughout the press and hold your air until you are back at the top of the lift.

If it is a lighter set and you can move the bar pretty quickly, it would be fine for you to do multiple reps 
within the same breath. What we definitely do not want though is to take a big air in, and then either 
breathe out with the bar on your chest or breathe out as you press.

When you’re pressing, the same idea for squatting, when you’re breathing out, you’re relaxing. You don’t 
want to be relaxing as you’re exerting force on the bar.

Leg Drive
Leg drive is one of the more misunderstood aspects of successful bench pressing and can have a huge 
impact in helping add weight to the bar or cause you to lose tension, raise your butt and miss lifts. 

Whether you have your feet tucked under you or a feet out in front and wide, you want to have as much 
foot on the ground as possible. Focus on driving your toes into the end of your shoes. The leg drive we 
want to create is going to push you back towards your head and push your weight onto your traps rather 
than pushing straight down into the floor which is going to cause your butt to lift off of the bench.
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Another useful drill that you can do with your athletes is if you just lightly step on their foot as pictured 
below to key them to wedge their foot under yours. This will give the idea of pushing out and down into 
the floor, pushing away from yourself at a 45 degree angle. That is going to cause the energy and great 
leg drive, you should be able to see this surge of energy come through the body. For people who get 
a really tight arch set up, they might not have very much leg drive because they have so much tension 
in their legs to begin with, but they can not really add more tension to that. That’s fine. Big arch, big leg 
drive tend to be a bit mutually exclusive. Again, one is not better than the other, universally. You just 
need to find what is best for you. 

You should have tension in your legs throughout the lift, regardless of how big your arch is. Someone 
with a very big arch will have so much tension in their legs to get into position, think 9 or 10 out of 10, 
that it will be difficult for them to add more tension when pressing, hence those with an extreme arch will 
not have much leg drive. A more moderate setup though which may have 4-6 out 10 tension in the legs 
during the lowering phase, can then push hard and drive the tension to 9 or 10 as they initiate the press. 

As we look at achieving that leg drive, the energy again is pushing towards her upper body. You can 
see that surge of energy come through the body. That is going to relate to our bar path. As you bring the 
bar down, touch and then creates this surge of energy and that energy is going to take the bar a slight J 
pattern.
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Creating an optimal bar path is about driving the bar through the shortest and most mechanically effi-
cient path possible. This is achieved through pushing the bar toward the face and up in a J pattern. This 
movement will allow the bar to be aligned over the shoulders, creating a shorter moment arm and great-
er ability to apply force. 

Where you touch the bar on your chest will create a different looking bar path but the same princi-
pals hold true. If you touch higher with a more flared elbow position like on the left, there is a less pro-
nounced angle toward the face, while a lower touch point and more tucked elbows will require a sharper 
angle toward the face to get the bar over the shoulders/face, as seen on the right. 

Bar Path

Moderate J Path

You may be thinking to yourself that the shortest distance between 2 points is a straight line, so that you 
should push the bar straight up from the touch point but as you can see in the below diagram, pushing 
the bar straight up from the touch point, unless you touch very high, will actually increase the distance 
between the shoulder and the weight. 

Extreme J Path
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We want to get the bar into that position as quickly as possible and we have to achieve that with leg 
drive. If you try and create this bar path with only your arms, it will either happen later than it should, or 
will cause you to lose the position of bar-over-wrist-over-elbow that we are trying to maintain. 

With your leg drive it’s gonna help you achieve a more optimal bar path. Keep in mind the leg drive is 
pushing down and away, but that leg drive is going to initiate the bar backwards over the face in a small 
J pattern, depending on where you touch on your chest. It may be more pronounced than others or it 
could be a very subtle thing, but we’re trying to get the bar back over the shoulders as quickly as possi-
ble to decrease the length of that moment to arm, essentially make the weigh seem as light as possible.
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Being able to correctly identify your weakpoints in the bench press and then strategically select exercis-
es to address to fix those problems will make your training more effective and efficient.

Addressing Weakpoints

Weak Off the Chest
The ability to initiate the lift from the chest is largely influenced by the strength of your pecs, as well as 
the mechanical advantage you can create through your technique and muscularity. 

Paused Benching
If you train mostly touch n go pressing in training and then struggle when you’re required to pause at 
a meet, you’re missing the lowest hanging fruit of improving your bench, more pausing. The paused 
bench press is the competition movement and should be your top training priority. A simple rule of 
thumb is to pause the first rep of all your sets, but if you really struggle with pausing, then pause all your 
reps. Training a slightly longer pause than what will be required in competition can be useful. Pauses 
from 2-5 seconds are appropriate for training. 

Widegrip Benching
Using a wider grip will be more stressful on the pecs. Using a grip 2-3” wider than your competition grip 
is appropriate for widegrip training. If your competition grip is already at the maximum allowable width, 
then using widegrip in your training likely isn’t useful. While Widegrip is great for building pec strength, it 
can be stressful to the shoulders, so be mindful of your scapular control and volume. 

Extended ROM Benching
Benching through a larger ROM by using a Cambered Bar or Dumbbells is a useful technique to im-
prove bottom end strength in the bench press. It is only necessary to extend the ROM .5-1.5” for a good 
carryover in the bench but this can be very stressful to the shoulders, so be mindful when including this 
in your training. It may be easier on the shoulders to use Dumbbells for a deep stretch when pressing, 
particularly with your palms in. 

General Hypertrophy Training
Building size in the pecs and upper back will create a more mechanically advantageous position for you 
to press from. In general, the bench press will respond most to hypertrophy training compared to the 
squat and deadlift, this is why you will find more ‘gym bros’ with big benches, than you will with huge 
squats or deadlifts. 

Explosive Pushup Variations
Explosive Pushup Variations are the Upper Body equivalent of jumps and are a great developer of Rate 
of Force Development. Depending on your fitness level and phase of training pushup variations could 
include Clapping Pushups, Pushups Onto Boxes, Drop Pushups or Rebound Pushups. Band assistance 
for athletes of lower preparation levels can be appropriate too. 
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Midrange Strength
The midrange of the bench press, generally 2-8” off the chest depending on setup and arm length, is 
most attributed to the strength of your shoulders. Exercises to improve strength here include: 

Incline Bench Press
Incline Bench Press is one of the best overloading exercises for the upper pecs and shoulders. It is a 
great choice during Hypertrophy and Strength Phases but should not be included in Peaking Phases 
due to the technical disruption they may create. Both Barbell and Dumbbell variations can be useful but 
Barbell will allow for greater overloading stimulus, though Dumbbells may be less stressful to the shoul-
der joints. 

Military Press
The Military Press is an excellent developer of shoulder and tricep strength but because of the direction 
of the press it will be slightly less specific to the bench press. It is a great choice for Hypertrophy and 
Strength Phases but do not allow yourself to become overly concerned with your maximum in the Mili-
tary/Overhead Press, rather treat is as a builder of your bench press. This building will best occur in the 
5-12 rep range, training it for lower reps at a higher RPE may be detract energy to train and recover from 
the bench press training and should be avoided close to meets for athlete’s of higher qualification. 

Spoto Press
The Spoto Press, popularized by the phenomenal bench presser Eric Spoto, is a bench rep where you 
pause the bar slightly off our your chest, never allowing the bar to rest on your chest. This variation will 
build strength in the shoulders, stability in your technique and improved control of the bar. Make sure 
that you are lowering the bar quickly to challenge yourself in controlling the bar during the pause.
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Dead Bench
The Dead Bench is an exercise shown to me by Josh Bryant. This is performed by placing the bar 1-2” 
off the chest sitting on pins in a rack. You will press up from there and this will build greater starting 
strength because it eliminates the stretch reflex. This is a challenging variation and definitely helped 
build my bench when I included it. Here is an example of how to progress Dead Bench in your pro-
gram…

Week 1-8x1 at 60% w/ 30 sec rest
Week 2-10x1 at 60% w/ 30 sec rest
Week 3-12x1 at 60% w/ 30 sec rest
Week 4-6x1 at 55% w/ 30 sec rest
Week 5-10x1 at 65% w/ 45 sec rest
Week 6-9x1 at 70% w/ 60 sec rest
Week 7-8x1 at 75% w/ 75 sec rest
Week 8-5x1 at 65% w/ 60 sec rest
Week 9-5x1 at 80% w/ 90 sec rest
Week 10-4x1 at 85% w/ 120 sec rest
Week 11-3x1 at 90% w/ Rest As Needed
Week 12-None

Front/Lateral Raises
Directly training the delts through front and lateral raises are a great option during Hypertrophy Phases 
to add muscle mass and can be useful to maintain muscle mass during lower volume strength and 
peaking phases. Whether performed with Dumbbells, Barbells or Plates, these exercises don’t lend 
themselves well to maximal loading and should be train primarily in the 8-20 rep range. 
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The lockout of the bench press is largely driven by the strength of the triceps. One of geared power-
lifting’s greatest contributions to training ideas is their numerous exercises to improve the bench press 
lockout, since shirted bench pressing is so reliant upon tricep strength.

Lockout Strength

Closegrip Bench
This is the gold standard of tricep development, you can go heavy and it is highly specific to the bench 
press. Some people may suffer from shoulder pain from closegrip pressing because it will cause them 
to lose some scapular retraction when the bar is on their chest, so adding 1-2 boards can be appropri-
ate. 

Skullcrushers
Whether performed with a straight bar, EZ curl bar or dumbbells, the skullcrusher is a great option for 
overloading the triceps for growth and strength. Elbow pain may often accompany hard training on this 
exercise, so feel free to adjust hand position and arm angle by feel. 

Dips
Dips are often a love/hate exercise for those looking to bench big. Those who love them find great 
strength development and growth through the shoulders and triceps by performing them. Those who 
hate them will be plagued with elbow, shoulder and/or sternum pain from just a few reps. If Dips feel 
good for you, then by all means, go for it and train them hard in the 5-15 rep range. 

Other Tricep Work
Training the triceps becomes largely individualized based on how the lifter’s elbows tolerate the training. 
There aren’t necessarily good or bad exercises, but rather exercises that work for you. Pushdowns, JM 
Press, Tate Press, Dicks Press and many others can all be useful, so hit up YouTube and find some new 
variations that can work for you. 
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The other aspect of bench training that usually needs addressing is the athlete’s ability to handle heavy 
weights, this can be from Neural adaptations or confidence. To enhance either of these, utilizing Me-
chanical Overload or exercises that allow the lifter to lift supramaximal weights can be useful. It is im-
portant to keep in mind with these exercises that they carry with them a high level of neural fatigue, 
which takes a long time to decay, so they should be used strategically and sparingly. To mitigate the fa-
tigue generated by these exercises while still deriving benefit from them, focus on using 105-125% of 
your maximum bench, the stronger you are, the lower % will be necessary. A lifter who benches 500# 
will get plenty of stimulus from a Mechanical Overload exercise with 110% of his max (525#), while a 
more novice lifter who benches 250# likely wouldn’t notice too much of a difference if they only used 
265#, so a 10-15% overload may be more appropriate. Female lifters, who are benching <200# will defi-
nitely need to utilized overloads of 20%+ to drive neural adaptation. For this reason, the more novice lift-
er could utilize higher %s of overload, up to 20-25%.

Mechanical Overload

Slingshot
The Slingshot can be a useful tool for many aspects of training the Bench Press. First and foremost, it 
is designed as a mechnical overload tool and can help you achieve the 5-25% overload we referred to 
above. Be mindful that some people will experience technical disruption from using the Slingshot, so it 
may not be for everybody and you need to ensure that it is sized properly. The primary way that I pre-
scribe the Slingshot for Mechanical Overload is to have the athlete add an extra set or two after their 
heaviest raw work. For example, during a training session that you work up to 315x3 raw, you could then 
add then Slingshot for 2x3 at 335. Utilizing this type of mechnical overload carries with it greater fatigue, 
so it likely should not be used every week. Every 2-4 weeks would be appropriate for mechanical over-
load training. 

The Slingshot can also be a useful tool for injury workarounds. If you are experiencing elbow or shoulder 
pain, using the Slingshot to reduce stress in the more vulnerable positions of the bench can be helpful. 
Just add it to your regularly planned bench work if your pain is light, while using it with reduced weight 
could be needed if pain is more significant. 

Reverse Band Bench Pressing
Similarly to the Slingshot, Reverse Band Presses will assist you off the chest and help you handle a 
heavier weight. The type of band you utilize will vary widely by your strength and rack setup but the 
same 105-125% overload rule should be applied. Overloading beyond this point may be cool for an Ins-
tagram video but will likely generate more fatigue, elbow pain, shoulder pain and risk than its worth. 

High Board/Rack Lockouts
Benching with a significantly reduced ROM like a 4-5 Board Press or presses from High Pins could be a 
potential overload tool but in my opinion can cause too much technical disruption to be a viable option. 
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One of the most common questions I get is ‘How many times per week should I bench?’ On its face, this 
is a simple question and I’m sure they people asking it want a simple answer from me. There are many 
considerations to make when answering this question though and I would do a disservice to those ask-
ing these questions to give a simple answer that 2x/week or 3x/week or however many times per week 
is best. The right answer for you, may not be right for me, or your training partners. The right answer for 
you today, may not be right a year from now or 5 years from now or when you’re 12 weeks out compared 
to 3 weeks out. In this next section, I will try to help you understand what these considerations are and 
how to apply them to your program design.

Programming Considerations

Before you can make any decisions about a program, you first must understand the athlete. There are 
intra and inter individual differences to consider. Intra-individual differences are changes that will hap-
pen over the course of an athlete’s career, adjustments based on their training age as their experience, 
strength and muscularity increases, as well as changes based upon their lifestyle, as the quality of their 
diet and sleep, along with their stress, ebbs and flows. Inter-individual differences are differences be-
tween one lifter and another, these are based mostly on gender, size, strength, experience and lifestyle 
factors that affect recovery ability. 

Answering the following questions will help us begin to make adjustments on some important program-
ming decisions. For Strength Classifications, refer to Charts on page 37:

Assessing the Athlete
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All of these considerations will affect how much training you can/should do. Some factors will generally 
mean an athlete can recover from more volume and some will generally lead to less volume being possi-
ble/necessary. 

The amount of training an athlete can effectively recover from is called their Maximum Recoverable Vol-
ume (MRV) and each of the questions you answered above will affect the MRV to be slightly higher or 
lower. Finding an athlete’s MRV is a process of trial and error but through the understanding of how 
these Individual Differences impact MRV we can better inform our starting position. 

Let’s look at MRV for a Hypertrophy Bench Cycle, we know from our observations of training that most 
athletes’ MRV for the Bench during a Hypertrophy Cycle will fall between 14-20 Overloading Sets/Week. 
An Overloading Set is one which will be sufficiently stimulating to drive adaptation. For the purposes of 
understanding your MRV, we will split the difference of our know MRV range and have you start at 17 
Sets/Week.

Go through this chart and find your answer to each category and adjust your MRV accordingly by the in-
formation at the top of the chart. 

Determining Training Volume
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To illustrate how this should work, beginning at 17 Sets/Week if you are…
Male 0
Medium Weight +2
Medium Height +1
Moderate Strength 0
Intermediate +2
30s 0
Avg Diet 0
Avg Sleep 0
Avg Stress 0
No Drugs 0
Good Recovery Ability +1
Your Bench Hypertrophy MRV: 23 Sets/Week

Why do these factors cause Volume to raise/lower?
Gender
Female lifters are generally smaller and less muscular than their male counterparts of similar qualifica-
tion, this coupled with lower testosterone, causes each session to be less fatiguing and necessitates 
them to train at higher volumes. 

Weight
A lifter’s bodyweight is highly correlated (hopefully) to their muscle mass. More muscle mass means 
more muscle to be damaged and this greater amount of damaged muscle will take longer to recover, 
lessening the amount of training the athlete can do. 

Height
A taller lifter will move the bar a greater distance on each rep causing more work to be done on each 
rep, this will make each set more fatiguing than it would be for a shorter lifter. 

Strength
The stronger a lifter becomes the more stimulating each set of work they do is and the more fatigue a 
given set will generate.

Experience
A more experienced lifter will have a greater special work capacity than a beginner lifter, and more than 
they had when they were beginners or intermediates. This greater special work capacity should allow 
them to train with more volume throughout the week.

Lifestyle Factors
Lifestyle factors like Age, Diet Quality, Sleep Quality, Outside of Training Stress, Performance Enhancing 
Drugs and your genetics (represented here by Historical Recovery Ability because we aren’t doing DNA 
tests on you) will all affect your ability to recover from training. Some factors like sleeping enough and 
eating well are helpful, while failure to meet caloric needs or high away from training stress (like a manu-
al labor job) can greatly impede the amount of work you can tolerate.
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Bigger, Stronger, More Experienced Athletes are more capable of generating fatigue with each session, 
so they will often need to train at lower intensities to properly manage fatigue and avoid non-function-
al overreaching. Smaller, Weaker and Less Experienced Athletes, along with most female lifters, aren’t 
able to generate as much fatigue in single sessions, so they are often able to train at higher relative in-
tensities.

Determining Intensity

Hypertrophy 60-80%

Strength 75-95%

Peaking 90-100%

Determining Frequency
In addition to the Individual Differences we must consider when determining frequency, you must also 
take into account Time, Special Work Capacity and Phase. Time is the first consideration because while 
we can design the most scientifically sound program possible, it will never work if the athlete isn’t able to 
adhere to it. 

When an athlete’s training time is limited to only short training sessions, more frequent sessions, which 
are less overloading by nature, may be necessary. If the athlete’s time is limited in how many days per 
microcycle they may train, they will need bigger sessions to satisfy overload and train with their optimal 
frequency (or close to it). 

An athlete’s Special Work Capacity is their ability to perform more training in a given session, so while 
we may find that based on the athlete’s MRV and Optimal Frequency, they should be performing 8-10 
overloading sets in a session, they may lack the Special Work Capacity to complete this much work, so 
they’ll need to spread their Weekly Volume out over more sessions. 

Which Phase an athlete is in must be considered when determining how many Overloading sessions 
they perform in a microcycle. Each Hypertrophy, Strength and Peaking sessions have their own unique 
SRA Curves and rates at which they will accumulate Fatigue, so they may require different training fre-
quencies, or different organizations of this frequency to ensure that the necessary Overloading param-
eters are met. This is particularly unique during a Peaking phase where Neural Fatigue is higher due to 
greater Relative Intensity, this leads to less frequent overloading but that works against one of the prima-
ry goals of Peaking, Technical Prowess. To ensure that this is goal is still achieved, it is necessary that 
we introduce Technical Sessions. 
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FREQUENCY
As you go about determine your training frequency, it is likely that you will be selecting a range, such as 
3-4x/week Benching, this will likely result in what we will call a Half or Small Training Session. For exam-
ple, if you have an MRV of 18 sets in the Bench, to be spread out between 3-4 sessions/week, you may 
have 2 bigger sessions, one of 7-8 sets, another of 5-6 sets, a 3rd small session of 3-4 sets and a 4th 
very small session of 2-3 sets, this smallest session of 2-3 sets would be our ‘Half’ Session. You can also 
manipulate this Frequency and how it impacts Fatigue Accumulation through strategic exercise selec-
tion.

Use Variation to manipulate how much Fatigue is generated. Watch Principle of Variation and Princi-
ple of Fatigue Management videos on YouTube. These lists are based on equal relative intensities.

Reverse Band Bench, Slingshot, High Pin Press, Negatives                    Most Fatiguing
Bench, Closegrip Bench, Widegrip Bench, Standing Overhead 
Incline Bench, Spoto Press, Floor Press, Seated Overhead 
Dumbbell Press Variations
Machine Pressing Variations
Single Joint Exercises (Skullcrushers, Shoulder Raises, etc)                   Least Fatiguing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VGaiCNbZocE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPZtjXYNkm0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPZtjXYNkm0
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Programs

Beginner
The Beginner Bench Program is designed for lifters with less than 3 years of serious training experience, 
who have a Bench in Class III-IV. It follows a very linear progression through a 4+1 Hypertrophy Phase, 
4+1 Strength Phase and 3 Week Peaking Phase. Beginner athletes can utilize more linear progression 
because they won’t accumulate fatigue as quickly since weights they are using are lighter. Beginner ath-
letes need more emphasis on Hypertrophy compared to Peaking training, hence the longer time in that 
phase. They also won’t need as frequent of deloads so 4+1 (4 weeks overload + 1 week deload) or 5+1 
schemes are appropriate. 

Intermediate
The Intermediate Bench Program is designed for lifters with 3-6 years of serious training experience, 
who have a Bench in Class II-Master. It could also be utilized well by Advanced Female or Lightweight 
Male lifters. It utilizes an Alternating Periodization scheme, trading off weeks between more challenging 
Deadlift Training with lighter Squat/Bench work and vice versa. This allows the Intermediate athlete, who 
accumulates fatigue more quickly than a Beginner, to decay some fatigue between the most challeng-
ing sessions while still maintaining fitness with moderate volume work. 

Advanced
The Advanced Bench Program is designed for lifters with 6+ years of serious training experience, who 
have a Bench in the Elite or International Elite qualification. This program could also be useful for Inter-
mediate level Masters lifters or lifters with reduced recovery capacity because of a physically demand-
ing job. The Advanced program utilizes a High/Medium/Low training structure that allows for more re-
covery between the most challenging sessions which is necessary as Advanced lifters will accumulate 
more significant fatigue from their overloading work.
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We hope you enjoyed this and were able to learn some new information to help 

your training. If you’re looking for coaching, we have several options to help you 

out.

https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/powerlifting-a-i/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/weightlifting-ai/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/powerbuilding-a-i/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/bjj-strength-conditioning-ai/
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https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/powerlifting-1-on-1/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/weightlifting-1-on-1/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/powerbuilding-1-on-1/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/supertotal-1-on-1/
https://www.jtsstrength.com/product/sports-performance-coaching/
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